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Using const with Pointers

• Many possibilities exist for using (or not using) const with function parameters 

• How to choose the most appropriate one: the principle of least privilege

• A function that takes a one-dimensional array and its size as arguments for printing 
purpose: The array’s size does not change; even not the array itself.

• Four ways to pass a pointer to a function

– a nonconstant pointer to nonconstant data,

– a nonconstant pointer to constant data

– a constant pointer to nonconstant data and

– a constant pointer to constant data.

• Each combination provides a different level of access privilege



Using const with Pointers

• The highest access is granted by a nonconstant pointer to nonconstant data—the 
data can be modified through the dereferenced pointer, and the pointer can be 
modified to point to other data.

– Example: int *countPtr does not include const. 

• A nonconstant pointer to constant data is a pointer that can be modified to point 
to any data item of the appropriate type, but the data to which it points cannot be 
modified through that pointer. 

– Such a pointer might be used to receive an array argument to a function that 
will process each array element, but should not be allowed to modify the data 



Using const with Pointers



Using const with Pointers

• A constant pointer to nonconstant data is a pointer that always points to the same 
memory location; the data at that location can be modified through the pointer.

– Example: An array name (constant pointer to the beginning of the array)

• The minimum access privilege is granted by a constant pointer to constant data.

– Example: This is how an array should be passed to a function that only reads 
the array, using array subscript notation, and does not modify the array)



Pointers and Arrays

Pointer-based String Processing



Four notations for referring to array elements





Arrays of Pointers
• A common use of such a data structure is to form an array of pointer-based strings, 

referred to simply as a string array.

• Each entry in the array is a string, but in C++ a string is essentially a pointer to its 
first character

• So each entry in an array of strings is simply a pointer to the first character of a 
string. 

Even though the suit array is fixed in size, it provides access to character strings of any length 



Function Pointers

• A pointer to a function contains the function’s address in memory.

• Like array’s name, a function’s name is actually the starting address in memory of 
the code that performs the function’s task.

• Pointers to functions can be passed to functions, returned from functions, stored 
in arrays, assigned to other function pointers and used to call the underlying 
function. 



Sorting using Function Pointers










